Prologue: The conditions on Earth are serious, they began to threaten human existence; the main reason may
be human dreams of an Utopia.

What Manly P. Hall points out below is of ultimate importance, science and theology need an handshake.

Freemasonry needs to be the 3 rd of the handshakers, its place is indispensable. Everything it holds at hand,
with the exception of recognition mode of course, should immediately be opened to sceintists and
theologians. Though the author is not a registered freemason, this work tries to bring some water to the mill.
I hope it will be of some use in initiating the desired result.

Considerations and Thoughts on Science vs. Intelligent Design
İsmail German, PhD, retired research fellow, isoger1@gmail.com
Abstract: Under recent conditions mankind should try to find a solution to the global problems, if of
course is possible at all. Humans seem to be in an excited state, most of us singing his own song. As
a result, the ground state may come back, we may be forced to extinction, or the religious
predictions may get realized. We are not sure.
In this work it has been tried to show that we are created by an extremely powerfull E.T. Creator
located in Orion, via a synthesis of scientific facts, masonic symbols and historical evidences. It
has been shown that some of the main symbols has correspondence with scientific facts and
geometry of some sites.
Enoch-Hermes distinction is also given a try.
1. Introduction/Problem Definition
Today's men are living in a highly developed society as a result of a pretty long past on this planet,
the whole world is almost connected and daily consumption is worth of 100 billions of dollars [1].
The amount of waste is huge, volume of plastics in oceans is expected to be greater than the volume
of fish in them in a couple of decades. Of course all value spent daily is not wasted much worth is
also produced. In spite of a long past, connectivity and this immense production the old questions
regarding the structure of the matter&energy, and the meaning of life and its debated origin(s) are
still actual. We still do not know, at the least, what dark matter is (New Scientist/Feature/6
December 2017) and if we are created or evolved naturally [2].

Figure 1. The matter is to disperse and this is to be expected in our way of handlig natural
phenomena basically expressed in [3].
In a sense we all are bewildered and the reason of our bewilderement is almost obvious: Science,
being the son of logic not alone but together with logic, has mostly been in conflict with religion.
We could never manage to bring these two collarettes together and button them up. What is said to
have been relieved to us is at odds with our logic and the reason may well be an interpretation
problem from our side. From the Heavens side it may also be done on purpose, since the fact is that
the totality of all revealed has not been enough for us to understand the situation.
In pseudo parenthesis, as it will soon be explained, Heavens may be the father of science that has
lately turned out to be pseudo-science by the way.
Belief side of religion is almost equivalent to creatinism which is defined as "Creationism, the
belief that the universe and the various forms of life were created by God out of nothing (ex
nihilo)." In this context, logic whispers to us that a power capable to this, could also create all in the
existing form. But our observations on Earth are in direction of evolution. This is the principal
debate among different cultures of the day, this is the principal debate between science and religion.
The followings are additionally to be considered:
• The God is somehow acceppted to be omnipotent, omnipresent and omnisicent in the strong
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sense. There the logic opposes. In order to be, for example, strong omniscient, a body is
supposed to be the totality of everything in the Universe, every part of it should be
conscious and there should be instant communication between every part. In a material
Universe in 3(+1) dimensions, this is certainly impossible. Only omniscience regarding a
subset may be accepted and even this requires information on the speed of transfer of
information, possibilty of knowledge via simulation and control loops.
Events we have observed have lead us to speak of higher dimensions but this may as well be
due to our lack of understnding.
Omnipresence would require to be the universal set, Universe's self in our case, which does
not seem to be the case. Being a subset excludes omnipotence, due to the velocity limit on
material bodies. So should be the situation regarding the creation of the Universe, an infinity
can not be created from inside and there can be nothing outside.
Omnipotence would require the presence of bot mentioned previously, and probably a good
deal more.
There are a lot of observed phenomena, and certain features of the universe and of living
things can hardly be explained via sole evolution. Honey bee and its waggle dance may be a
good example [4].
A gnu would not certainly evolve to a lion. Gnu and lion together help each other's evolution
and health. On the other hand, a totally evolving human habitat would not come to a point of
self destruction. To reach destruction via evolution should, or at the least seems to, be self
contradictory.
Some excellent scientists like Feynman and a good deal of normal folks claim God and
evolution may be consistent. This statement is based on the observation that there are a good
deal of excellent scientists who are also believers. To our mind this is not a sound claim, the
observation does not necessarily imply the claim. They may be the kind of people healthily
handling their schzophrenia, their divided mind.
Considering an alternative explanation, the ID theory we can not overcome the
bewilderement. The basic observation, observed evolution, excludes Creationism and the
form of Intelligent Design described in [5]: "Intelligent design (ID), argument intended to
demonstrate that living organisms were created in more or less their present forms by an
“intelligent designer.”" The people supporting ID might be totally correct if they had been
careful enough and observed creation requires concept design, concept improvement and
implementation; design phase may be separated from implementation.
The ID web page states “The theory of intelligent design holds that certain features of the
universe and of living things are best explained by an intelligent cause, not an undirected
process such as natural selection.” Here is to be noted that the Universe is too big a fish [6].
The following figure requires also questioning of both Creationism and Intelligent Design.
The picture implies a good and perfect designer, as God is supposed to be, would not design
life this way.

Figure 2. Observed very probably off-design events. It seems to be the case that stochastic base of nature is
at work even if Creationism or ID is the case.

The script below, from Wikipedia, states Universe and life could not be a result of natural
selection and the processes leading to them are to be designed by an Intelligent Designer.
Again the Universe is too big a fish.
• Classifying religious beliefs as theism, deism, pantheism, panentheism and atheism it is easy
to determine where creationist should stay: Theism and deism. As a result of all statements
cited above, it seems pretty hard to determine the place of ID.
Here a need arises, probably it should be said that what we really consider as God is not God, but
the image of God in human mind. They may be different since the human mind, brain, is much
more curved than the Universe and prefers occasional short cuts. That statement needs further
justification and, to this end, we are rather to go bottom up, instead of top down; we are to use the
evidences we have at hand, and to a certain extent we have done it; we tried to find scientific
evidences.
Within this bewilderement we have looked for life and and ET intelligence in space. Regarding life
ESA have located life supporting moleculles in Orion/Horsehead and regarding ET intelligence we
have found nothing conclusive up to now, in spite of the fact that its evidence may be nearer than
we have thought of: Holy Quran / 32:5 and 3:133
•

Figure 3. Only approximatelly measurable data related to Orion. The average distance to the Belt Stars is really 1000 l.y. If we
consider Bellatrix out of Heaven (inside Orion), the depth is almost equal to the distance to Earth. This is also justified by the
statement “Bellatrix was once thought to belong to the Orion OB1 Association of stars that share a common motion through space,
along with the "Orion's Belt" stars(Alnitak, Alnilam and Mintaka). However, this is no longer believed to be the case, as Gamma
Orionis is now known to be much closer than the rest of the group.” [7].

This means alone that E.T. Life exists for almost certain, with an approximate probability of over
92.5 %. The answer to the remaining question then if He, the aforementioned ET source, really is
our Creator will in the followings be given a try. The method will be evidence based thinking.
2. Evidences
2.1. Religions
The known history of humanity is almost equal to the known history of religions. The number of

believers still exceeds the number of the others. The believers, being no stupid, may have their
reason. We will not say more on the subject since it is pretty well documented.
2.2. Freemasonry
Another evidence is Freemasonry, a social institution. Within this regard, the followings are to be
considered:
• Its history is not well known, it didn't take its place in ordinary history.

Figure 4. The properties of masonic hisory.

•

It's defined to be a science taching via symbols.

•

It searches for once known, meanwhile lost divine truth.

•

It tries to learn via establishing contact with higher Worlds.

Figure 5. The nature of freemasonry.

Figure 6. The secret

•

It played a pretty important role in the birth of modern science, a kind of Messiah under the
cited conditions in the following figure.

Figure 7. The necessity of pursuing science under hard conditions lead to the method followed.

The origins of Freemasonry may go back to Noah or even Enoch. It may also little bit younger
considering the masonic age coincident with Julian Calendar. The history is not well known till the
foundation of modern Freemasonry at the beginning of 18. Century. The number of freemasons
from this date up may be guesssed to be around 10 millions. They were no stupids, they should have
found something in this institution and only two of them seem to have partly revealed: Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and Captain William Morgan.
Within the time, the institution got pretty open day by day but reticence is still with it. The resaon of
this reticence may not be being after wealth. Nor it may be fear of being killed. 10 million is a
pretty big number, the population should be diverse. This fact certainly increases our old probability
over 95 %.
Again in pseudo parenthesis, it is to be mentioned that the author feels himself a perfect, though not

registered, mason as far as search for divine truth and universal love are concerned, he spent a life
for both. Many times he got invitations to be a registered one. Discretion and advices of
experienced masons have prohibited the acceptance of the offers. It will be investigated in the
following sections and conceived, that Freemasonry seems to be regarding GAOTU to have only a
name and a vauge location at the most. The correct regard, according to the author, requires
knowledge of a minimum number of adjectives that could be satisfactory to understand Him. These
adjectives should conduct how He is to behave. Obviously he would not be satisfied if accepted the
offers.
3. Considerations from History
In this section the method will again be evidence based thinking. The fuzzy and pretty well known
histories will be considered, and the possible efffects of historical events on the established
probability will be evaluated.
3.1. Fuzzy History.
3.1.1. Adam

Figure 8. Human migration paths.

From genetic research we pretty well know human history on Earth. We are unfortunately unable to
place Adam at any one of the nodes on the figure given above. Another figure gives the approximate
dates of the nodes, but again no identifiable node for Adam, He probably has never existed as the
recent Pope claims [8].
This seems to be jstified if Quran is read carefully, it separates the concept, concept developement
and practical implementation phases:
• In 7:11 concept creation (haleknakum) and concept developement (savvernakum) are
mentioned.
• 21:30 clearly dictates that every living thing is created (cealnakum) from water, which is the
practical implementation.
• 7:189 says “It is He who “created” you from one soul and “created” from it its mate ...” and
the associated Arabic word with the first is “haleknaküm” which refers to concepet phase.
The second is “ceale” which refers to practical implementation but the distinction is not
clear.

2:30 says “Indeed, I will make upon the earth a successive...” and in 2:31 Adam is already
there though no iplementation has happened. From these it may be deduced that Adam is the
name of the concept or spirit. Nowhere is said that Adam has been sent to Earth, only the
humans are mentioned as sons of Adam.
The 21:30 also to some extent implies that Earth came to its present location from Orion. Some
semi-scientific claims exist in this direction and it is quite logical since high in the Orion Arm
activity level is surely much higher, and protection of organic life from this activity would be
harder.
Regarding this era we need to mention that the oldest image of a star pattern, that of the famous
constellation of Orion, has been recognised on an ivory tablet some 32,500 years old [9].
A sole mention of shamanism a brief history of which is given in [10]. It is quite interesting from
two points:
• It somehow weakly implies the existence of higher worlds since it is based on contact with
higher worlds.
• The way some forms of it defines the deity as a great spirit is interesting.
It should be accepted that nothing conclusive is obtained via these weak evidences. As a conclusion
it will be proper not to make any increase or decrease of probability based on these.
•

3.1.2. Idris
Idris is mentioned in Quran (19:56) and as Enoch in the Old Testament (5:23). In both he is said to
be raised to a high location. This information is not based on evidence, known/detected evidence.
Information on Book of Enoch is given in but meanwhile the book may have been changed [11].
An approximate date for his presence on Earth may be 15 000-14 000 B.C. A page in Mimar Sinan
Dergisi Nr.:143 (in Turkish) gives it as 14 000 B.C., with the assumption that Hermes and Enoch
are identical.

Figure 9. Date of Idris' presence.

Much better information is to be obtained via [12].
Some excerpts from the just above mentioned reference are repeated below:
• Enoch was believed to have hidden the wisdom of the pre-flood world that he had accumulated,
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•
•

and then he buried it on Mt. Moriah. Why is Mt. Moriah so significant? Because this the spot
where King Solomon's Temple was built. Enoch also buried a triangular shaped object that
contained the name of God on it.
Enoch, being inspired by the Most High, and in obedience to a vision, constructed underground,
in the bosom of Mount Moriah, an edifice consisting of nine brick vaults situated
perpendicularly beneath each other and communicating by apertures left in the arch
of each vault.
He then caused a triangular plate of gold to be made, each side of which was a cubit long; he
enriched it with the most precious stones and engraved upon it the ineffable name of God.
Enoch himself was not permitted to enter it more than once a year, and on his death or
translation all knowledge of this building and of the sacred treasure which it contained was lost
until in succeeding ages it was accidentally discovered while Solomon was engaged in building,
a temple above the spot, on the same mountain.

Figure 10. The symbols, where GAOTU is placed and His location according to Quran.

The Legend proceeds to inform us that after Enoch had finished the construction of the nine
vaults, fearing that the principles of the arts and sciences which he had assiduously cultivated
would be lost in that universal deluge of which he bad received a prophetic
vision, he erected above-ground two pillars, one of marble, to withstand the destructive
influences of foe, and one of brass, to resist the acion of water on the pillar of brass he engraved
the history of the creation, the principles of the arts and sciences, and the doctrines of
Speculative Masonry as they were then practiced; ...
• When detailing the events that occurred while Julian the Apostate was making his attempt to
rebuild the Temple of Jerusalem, he narrates the following fable, but of whose fabulous
character the too credulous monk has not the slightest notion.
"When the foundations were being laid, as has been said, one of the stones attached to the
lowest part of the foundation was removed from its place and showed the mouth of a cavern
which had been cut out of the rock. But as the cave could not be distinctly seen,
those who had charge of the work, wishing to explore it, that they might be better acquainted
with the place, sent one of the workmen down tied to a long rope. When he got to the bottom he
found water up to his legs. Searching the cavern on every side, he found by touching with his
hands that it was of a quadrangular form. When he was returning to the mouth, he discovered a
certain pillar standing up scarcely above the water. Feeling with his hand, he found a little book
placed upon it, and wrapped up iii very fine and clan linen Taking possession of it, he gave the
signal with the rope that those who had sent him down, should draw him up. Being received
above, as soon as the book was shown all were struck with astonishment, especially as it
appeared untouched and fresh notwithstanding that it had been found in so dismal and dark a
place. But when the book was unfolded, not only the Jews but the Greeks were astounded. For
even at the beginning it declared in large letters: IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD WITH
GOD, AND THE WORD WAS GOD. To speak plainly, the writing embraced the whole Gospel
which was announced in the Divine tongue of the Virgin disciple."
It is true that Enoch has been supposed to have been identical with Hermes, and Keriher says, in
the OEdipus Egyptiacus, Idris among the Hebrews, has been called Enoch, among the Egyptians
Osiris and Hermes, and he was the first who before the Flood had any knowledge
of astronomy and geometry.
If one could be sure about the truth of this legend, it would immediately follow that we are created by
the deity mentioned. It is unfortunately not posssible to be sure of the percentage of truth in the legend.
Again no increse or decrease of our aferomentioned probability but Göbeklitepe has proven that stone
cutting, operative masonry was performed prior to 10500 B.C. Probably much more, as it will be seen
in the followings.

•

3.1.3. Göbeklitepe
We will first make mention of two references about Noah's flood:
• To the question of reality of the flood, some clues are given in [13]. This reference also cites that

flood stories in the broadest sense have been documented in

Mesopotamia,
Egypt,
Greece, Syria, Europe, India, New Guinea, Central America, North
America, Australia
and South America.
• More details are to be found in [14]. The name of the people/countries are cited as:
Sumerian, Babylonian (Epic of Gilgamesh), Akkadian (Atrahasis Epic), China, Andaman
Islands, India, Indonesia, Polynesia, Australia and New Zealand, Greek, Germanic, Irish,
Aztec, Inca, Maya, Hopi, Cado, Menominie.
Four of them are especially of interest since they to some extent support our next to be given thesis:
1. (China) The text of Shiji, Chuci, Liezi, Huainanzi, Shuowen Jiezi, Siku Quanshu, Songsi
Dashu, and others, as well as many folk myths, all contain references to a personage named
Nüwa. Despite the similarity of her name to the biblical Noah, Nüwa is generally
represented as a female who repairs the broken heavens after a great flood or other calamity,
and repopulates the world with people.
2. (Polynesia) In Hawaii, a human couple, Nu'u and Lili-noe, survived a flood on top of Mauna
Kea on the Big Island. Nu'u made sacrifices to the moon, to whom he mistakenly attributed
his safety. Kāne, the creator god, descended to earth on a rainbow, explained Nu'u's mistake,
and accepted his sacrifice.
3. (Greek) Plato in his Laws, Book III, estimates that this flood occurred 10,000 years before
his time.
4. (Hopi) The people traveled on in their canoes, guided by their inner wisdom (which is said
to come from Sotuknang through the door at the top of their head). They traveled to the
northeast, passing progressively larger islands, until they came to the Fourth World, a great
land mass. The islands then sank into the ocean.
We have published our understanding of Göbeklitepe in [15]. Briefly said, our claim was that the burial
of the site was due to penitice after a worship of a false deity. The people survived the flood, and as a
result they performed the work of a million man x year to prevent rebirth of worship of the false deity.
After this work we have had an oppotunity to have a look at [16] and [17].
Integrating all, we feel free to speculate the followings:
• The site is certainly an old temple, even if it may not be the first.
• The site is at the old bed of Euphrates an it is the site of beginning of the globally mentioned
flood, towards the end of melting of glaciers at about 10 500 B.C., that had affected a great deal
of Mesopotania.
• Reference to stars and star groups is quite possible. If true, this somehow implies existence of a
previous “Enoch”.
3.1.3.1. Correlation with Hopi

Figure 11. Location of Hopi settlements and Orion.

We took the followings from [18]: “The Hopi migrated all over the Southwest and after a series of

building villages and abandoning them, they came to these three primary mesas in Northern
Arizona.They call them first, second and third mesas.The Hopi mesas shape Orion’s Belt image and
it is said that the Hopi specifically came here because of the shape, so we know for sure that the
Hopi were extremely interested in Orion’s Belt and for them his was the center of their universe.
They have said it is a place where they can make contact with the gods and according to some
researchers, not only do the three mesas represent the stars in Orion’s Belt, but when connected to
other Hopi landmarks throughout the Southwest, the collective sites map the entire body of the
Orion constellation.
Giza. Teotihuacán. Nabta Playa. Black Mesa. Could these ancient monuments, all aligned to the
stars of Orion, really be linked to each other, providing clues to our celestial beginnings?
Considering the Orion Nebula is a nursery of stars, is it possible the belt stars of Orion literally
mark the spot in the galaxy where all life on Earth began?”

Figure 12. Not only Hopis but ancient humans seem to have chosen an Orion Belt Stars similar settlements. Figure
shows Urfa-Göbeklitepe-Nevali Çori triangle. Note the almost equilateral triangle pointed to vith an arrow. The location
is named “maşuk” which means “beloved/?God?”

Before we continue our inavoidable speculation we need to point two facts out:
• We are able to obtain information from the peaks, from the crest. According to Nyquist we
need a sampling twice the highest frequency to reconstruct. Below this rate our sampling is
undersampling; we are to speculate, and we need extreme care.
• Science and wisdom differ to some extent. Wisdom is, in a sense, top-down. It is in essence
a gift, it developes via inductive reasoning based on that revaled from Heavens.
Science on the other hand is bottom-up. It is based on experiments and deduction via the
results of the experiments.
Science could not attain the ultimete success due to undersampling, and wisdom is twisted
on the way top-down.
Within the restrictions of that above said, we further speculate and obtain the followings:
• Orion map on mammoth tusk idicates, 30 000 B.C., considering all other following Orion
references, a possible Creator located in Orion has informed the early human inhabitants on
Earth via unkown/undedectable means.
That is probably why the early immigrants to New Continent speak of Manitoo, the Great
Spirit. Shamanism, trials of connetion to higher worlds may also have begun within this era
because early inhabitants do also practice it.

With Enoch much more information seems to have been obtained. Stone cutting must have
begun as Göbeklitepe indicates.
Enoch must not be associated with Hermes, Hermes has brought much more.
• Hopis are late immigrants as their location indicates. Since they do also know of deluge,
they must have immgirated at about 10500-10000 B.C., just before some of the islands on
Bering Strait covered with water. Their myths seems to have been a changed form of
Enoch's teachings.
• According to Enoch's teachings the Crator seems to be located in Orion, at a location a great
deal of masonic symbols also indicate. He is not a star of the mentioned location though.
This seems to be known by Hopi.
• Shamanic tradion has continued and other sources began to get included in the higherworlds-contacts through which the worshipped deity has been changed, especially around
Göbeklitepe. The result was a punishment by the Creator.
• Hawaian myth supports this, since masculine deities are normally to be associated with
Osiris (Orion), whreas feminines are to be associated with Isis (Sirius). Moon is feminine.
Same is the situaion in New Scientist article.
So can be all of the sampled data explained. Oher explantions may also be valid. It is also to be
noted that auxiliary deity worship could not have begun without the permission of the Creator who
seems to be involved in earthly affairs.
As just a clue to His power, it is also to be noted that He also seems to foreknow what will happen
on Earth. Via some means He may also have the power to fine-tune.
We hereby used the name “Creator” on purpose and felt free to increase His probability of existence
by 1 % up to 96 %.
•

3.1.5. Hermes
There seems to be three appearingly distinct characters in Human history that may in reality be
identical: Harut-Marut (Fallen Angels), Zaroaster (the First) and Hermes.
Fallen Angels are not mentioned directly in Bible but indirect associations are present:
• “The Bible teaches that fallen angels are invisible, supernatural, angelic, spirits created by
God. Satan employs them as his immoral agents. After one-third of the heavenly angels
sided with Satan, they were cast out of heaven to the earth (Revelation 12:4).” [19].
• A reference claims they are the angels that are followers of Lucifer (meaning "light-bearer",
referred to as the "morning star.") [20].
There is some mixed folklore:
• Anothe one conducts a myth about them. Translated in brief, they are angels sent to Earth
because of the claim that the angels would not commit humanly sins. Equipped with human
affections two chosen of them are chosen and sent down to Earth. They fall in love with a
woman named “Zuhre” (again Morningstar, Lucifer) and as a result they commit a good deal
of sins. They teach the woman the ineffable name of God, The woman ascends to sky and
becomes a star. The fallen angels are lightly punished, having asked for amnesty via Enoch
[21].
The characters in this legend are obviously masonic since the angels kill the woman's
husband and she becomes widow; Zuhre is Eastern Star; and Enoch is accepted to some
extent as founder of Masonry/stone working.
It is to be noted that the good and the bad are mixed/together.
The Quran mentions them as angels, Harut and Marut of Babylon in 2:102. It needs to briefly
mention that
• Babylon is “Gate to God(s)” as seen in many references including [22]
• It is also referred to be “Gate to Ilim” [Gate to (wisdom of) God].
• It's known history goes back to circa 2000 B.C., but an unknown part of human presence

there, that began about 3000 years earlier than this date is also estimated to be possible. It
sits on a node of anoatomically modern human migrations [23]
If all of these claims have a part of truth, then they could be some kind of E.T. bodies that have
brought at their time unknown divine knowledge to Earth that has or has been changed to evil
within time,
Remnants of these two names are still with us:
• Their names are still in Myths of India as semi-extra-terrestial beings.
• Wind deity of (old) India carries name of one of them.
• Harut, Marut, Harutyan (son of Harut), Marutyan (son of Marut), Harutyun (Genesis) are
still being used by Armenians as names or surnames.
• They are said to be “of Babylon” from where script seems to have emerged. Babylon may
also the location where Zaroaster the 1st has spent his time.
It is to be noted that the emergence date of script is about 4500 B.C. Based on Klaus Schmidt's
words. He is said to have said regarding Göbeklitepe “We’re 6,000 years before the invention of
writing here,” in [24].
3.1.6. Zaroaster
As it is said in Middle-East, Zartosht, the synonims of the name may be brilliant star, scorching star,
yellow (golden) radiiance, camel owner, yellow camel owner.
Without “t” in the middle it could mean yellow (golden) star.
Another way of saying the name is “Zar-a-ustra” which would also mean golden star without the
“a” in the middle.
Za-rath-ush-tra would mean vehicle bringing heavenly light and zor-de-ustra would mean golden
man from the stars.

Figure 13. Meanings associated with Zaroaster.

The source of the previous picture translates the name as child of golden radiance or child of
star.The name seems to indicate that he is an E.T. being.
Regarding symbolism we find the following pictures:

Figure 14. Some symbols from Zaroastrianism.

Both Harut-Marut and Zaroaster are claimed to be inventors of magic, the first by Kuran and the
second by https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zoroaster. Regarding the time of their presence;
• regarding Harut-Marut there is no information,
• regarding Zaroaster the 1st narratives are sundry. The followings cite some dates, but if the
average of cited dates is taken, the real date may well be around 5000 B.C. [25] and [26].
Davies claims magic may well go back to the time of Noah and even Enoch which seems to
be extreme unless with restriction in scope. Trials to find ways to connect with higher
worlds may well go back to Enoch and even beyond. The modern scope is given in
Britannica and it should be eventually built up [27].
3.1.7. Hermes Trismegistus
The ancient Greeks identified their god Hermes with the Egyptian Thoth and gave him the epithet
Trismegistus [28].
Hermes Trismegistus (Greek for "Hermes the thrice-greatest" or Mercurius ter Maximus in Latin, is
the syncretism of the Greek god Hermes and the Egyptian Thoth. In Hellenistic Egypt, the god
Hermes was given as epithet the Greek name of Thoth. He has also been identified with Enoch.
Other similar syncretized gods include Serapis and Hermanubis.
Hermes Trismegistus might also be explained in Euhemerist fashion as a man who was the son of
the god, and in the Kabbalistic tradition that was inherited by the Renaissance, it could be imagined
that such a personage had been contemporary with Moses, communicating to a line of adepts a
parallel wisdom. A historian, however, would leave such speculation to the history of alchemy and
the nineteenth-century history of occultism.
Both Thoth and Hermes were gods of writing and of magic in their respective cultures. Thus the
Greek god of interpretive communication was combined with the Egyptian god of wisdom as a
patron of astrology and alchemy. In addition, both gods were psychopomps, guiding souls to the
afterlife [29].
Thoth Hermes Trismegistus is portrayed by the Egyptians as the moon god with the body of a man,
head of an ibis, and a crescent moon over his head. His symbol was the winged serpent staff. He
was the god of wisdom, letters, and time [30] and [31].

It may be deduced from 3.1.5, 3.1.6 and what is given just above that the mentioned characters are
the same, i.e. FallenAngels, Zaroaster and Hermes are all one. Speculative Masonry has its roots in
their closed techings and Zaroastrianism in their open. The reasons are given below:
•

Masonic date and the beginning of Julian Calendar is 4713 B.C. Zaroaster the 1 st seems to
have been on Earth simultaneously.

•

Both Masonry and Magic is traced back to Hermes, whereas Magic is also traced back to
Zaroaster.

•

Magic is also traced back to Babylon (neigborhood) where Zaroaster the 1 st is claimed to
have been.

•

Masonry and Zaroastrianism do have a good deal of common beliefs and symbols.

•

The Magic Flute is masonic and Zaroaster is therein (Sarastra).

•

Script is dated back to the previously mentioned date and there are evidences that it has been
taught by E.T. beings.

Figure 15. Marduk may have been a derivative of Marut.

As a conclision after these 3 sections no probability increase will be made since conclusive
evidences fail. Considering all up from Idris together, it may be claimed that Masonry was aware of
existence of GAOTU located in Orion, the symbols plus that has been said in Quran are evidence
enough.
3.1.8. Nimrod
From what we have conducted up to now to probably deduce is that there may be a Creator located
in Orion, not any visible object like stars, but an unvisible one. The people may have worshipped
him, and that is probably what the 32000 years old mammoth tusk indicates. So may be the Great
Spirit Manitoo of Indians and so should be in the case of ancient Turks.
That is not the case, something should have been changed on the way as the case in Göbeklitepe
seems to indicate. The people of the region is claimed to be worshpping the Dog Star, at the date of
destruction at the least [32] and [33]. This may well be the reason of burial of the site [15]. A
sudden rise of a bright star on horizon may explain the reason of worship in Göbeklitepe, but how
to explain suzh a worship in case of old Turks? Let us first introduce the case.
The worship is mentioned in the given ref. and the figure below indicates it [34].

The name od the deity in Turkish is Tanrı which consists of two syllables: Tan-Rı. “Tan” means
dawn and “rı” means light as the corresponding word in Chinesisch, Tien-Shan, indicates.

Figure 16. Sirius worship of Turks.

The Alevite Turks do still worship Sirius as the following figure indicates. Alevism is a cocktail of
Islam and Zaroastrianism, and Zöhre Ana is best described in [35]. Under Venus is Sirius to be
understood since Venus is described as morning star, and the real morning star is named Sirius.

Figure 17. Sirius worship of Alevites.

Orion and Sirius are dominantly worshipped locations by many many groups of people on Earth.
The reason why Orion, and stars of Orion are worshipped is to be understood considering the
aforementioned mammoth tusk and Idris, somehow the location of the Creator seems to have been
revealed to humans; this is also done by Quran in a very peculiar way.
If nothing is visible at the given location, humans may select the nearest visibles as deities a while
after the teachings of any real prophet.
As the time goes on people may choose the nearest star on which life depends, Sun, as deity. This is
certainly plausible. It is hard to understand the case of Sirius. It may be the brightest star in the
Earth's night sky but the day is much brighter.
We know the name of Orion is derived from Uri-Anna that means Heaven's light. Orion is indicated
as Heaven by the Great Pyramid and many other locations on Earth [36]. Orion is also named the
Great Hunter.
Returning to Nimrod, he has no place in normal history, all said about him seems to be without
evidence. He is said to be a grand master and even a cofounder of Masonry and to have made
changes in rituals. He is also said to be a rebel. No need to speculate on such claims lacking
evidences, but two of will is given in the figure below as samples.

Figure 18. Note Nimrod says He is Orion, but seen with Venus/Sirius.

He is not an historical character but many characters from history are identified with him. The best
fit, to our mind, is Naram-Sin, grandson of Sargon-the king of Akkad [37]. Shortly after Naram-Sin
the Akkadian kingdom has collapsed due to drought and the date corresponds to the date of
Egyptian papyri mentioning drought.
Any incrase in the existence probability will not be made due to this singular result, we just used the
reference to underline an in the reference given statement: The mother of the Babylonian king
Nabonid has written that she has listened the voice of Sin, the head deity. All has been said by Him
happened to be true. This means of course, at the least they thought, they had ways to establish
contact with deities, via of course magies, even if not controllable.
From human point of view the preference of feminine deities like Isis to the masculine deities like
Osiris is understandable, feminines are to offer more love, understanding and material goods. But
offering much to humans has a pitfall, virtue may decline:

Figure 19. http://www.istitutocintamani.org/libri/The_secret_teachings_of_all_ages.pdf

Figure 20. Nimrod under Trinity.

In case of Nimrod the choice may have been made on will, since he claims to be Orion bu sits under
Sirius, preferring him from the trinity, as depicted in Fig. Masonry may have taken its share from
this act on the way to be Widow's Son and Son's of Light in the sense Venus=Sirius being both
widow and light and they get effected by it. Things forgotten thereby are;
• Too much light may be harmfull for human eye, and
• The Patron in command and control will never allow full illumination because of the fact
that best tests are made from the center of Gaussian distribution.
Not any offence to Masonry though, because
• the Patron seems to be located in Orion and thus spoke destiny that seems to be planned
from Him.
• No Mason can set aside his divine soul even if he establishes contact with evil (in the sense
prohibited by the Creator) from higher worlds, with or without good intentions.
3.1.9 Moses
Moses is also not an historical character, he is not to be found among the writings of the Egyptians
where he is said to have lived. Remnants from him has been lost if ever existed.
What is said about him in Holy Books seems to a certain extent like a legend. Ipuwer Papyrus is
claimed to support the inhalt of the legend in some sources in Internet; for example in [38]. It seems

much more to be a messainic call as given in [39].
Monetheistic religions are generally accepted to begin with Zaroastrianism. Its deity is not
omnipotent though He is supposed to be the end-winner. Omnipotencey may be introduced with
Abrahamic beliefs, and it certainly exists in the remnants of Moses' teachings.
4. The Last Two Millenia
It is said that history is repetion and meanwhile it is forgotten without repetion it would either
converge to nothing, or it would go beyond limits; the last one being restricted by the size of our
planet. Though the mentioned era is pretty well documented, almost the same things ocurred
previously have repeated themselves; the water flowing under the bridge is never the same, but
water. Figure 21 dated from early 20.th Century may be taken as the symbolic one summarizing all.

Figure 21. https://ore.exeter.ac.uk/repository/bitstream/handle/10036/2999/BermanR.pdf?sequence=2

As the figure indicates the history has repeated itself till the beginning of the 20 th Century and then
all has changed. The visible/observable history is well documented, investigated and assessed. What
is not well understood is the influence of the ET powers on this seemingly well known history. Not
to forget is that partly allegorical objections like Faust, Dr. Frankenstein, etc. were made and it has
been observed that the human ideal has on the way to turned out to be “The Glass Bead Game”, the
translation of the title not reflecting the full meaning and implications of the original
“Glassperlenspiel”. That the trial tended to a materialistic progress lacking spirit was sensed.
Thomas Mann and Hermann Hesse were masons and Goethe was a Rosecrucian as well as a mason.
Besides objections based on intiution and sense, scinetific investigations and computer simulations
were also performed. The Limits to Growth was puplished and disregarded, Jay Forrester being
again a mason. These all imply Masonry as a whole is not to blame in anyway, as in any large group
men of any character are among them.
The effect of Sirius the Mother, seemingly trying to offer best and all their wishes to Her children, is
obscure. There are rumors regarding this, put into words by Yunus Emre, a 14 th Century dervish. It
says “Gökten yere iner Zühre, İnsanları çeker mühre.” which means “Sirius comes down to Earth
and seals the folk”. This is predicted for pre-doom era.
That there is another and greater hand behind Sirius is also known. That is told in Harname, an
allegorical poem written by Şeyhi, a 15th Century head-dervish.
Rumor says Sirius is Lucifer/Shaitan/Shaytan and the Quran says “And that it is He who is the Lord
of Sirius.” [40], [41] and [42/53:49]
Masonry seems to be from Heaven reealed and to have gotten impurities on the way; again on wish
or permission of Heaven.

Figure 22. About origins of Freemasonry and its leaks.

5. Auxiliaires
5.1 The Millenium
History seems to have repeated itself, and we are again waiting for a Messiah as Egyptians did. The
figure below points this fact to a certain extent out.

Figure 24. Necessities underlined.

5.2 The Evaluation of Ancient Predictions
Almost all religious beliefs contain eschatlogical contents and related predictions; this may be due
to the facy that they otherwise would not be ragarded. So ve may say if religion then eschatology
but it shold not be otherwise. If the relation is “if and only if”, then we need to pay real attention.
The subject is pretty diverse, it is not easy to come up with an executive summary out of it and we
only give one reference [43].
Our decision is that we need to pay attention.
5.1.3 Possible Realization of the Doom and its Reason
The fact that we seem to keep going on the path of the ancient predictions remins us of the question
of the possibility of a recent doom. This seems to be quite possible since we live on a planet whose
inside view is simulated in Figure 25.

Figure 25. Simulation of Magma.

According to the Quran the doom is to expect after/during;
75:7 So when the vision is dazzled,
75:8 And the moon darkens,
75:9 And the sun and the moon joined.
These verses seem to indicate a supernova explosion and events thereafter. Surprisingly these are
highly correlated with Hopi predictions regarding Betelguese which is expected to be a supernova.
Since Hopies seem to have migrated around 10500 B.C., this correlation with Quran of about 600
A.C. İs quite interesting and increase probability of possibility.
In addition islamic belief is that the doom will happen as the Sun goes down in Makkah. At that
time the Sun will just be over the Mid-Atlantic-Ridge and in case of an ecclipse the magma will get
attracted to the ridge. If that happens after a certain time after the darkening of the Moon due to a
second sun on the sky, heavy and swift elementary particles like neutrons are to be expected to
enter the magma. That may cause an explosion and the Earth may happen to be a rocket, going out
of its orbit around the Sun and taking its way to Orion thereafter. This is exactly what the holy
books predict, under our previously stated thoughts, since our DNAs are needed for resurrection by
not all the way omnipotent deity.
Alan Weisman says “Well, I’m neither a scientist nor a fortune teller, but there’s one scenario I
could see in which that could possibly happen.” [44]. It may well happen in a way desribed above.
6. Conclusion and Suggesition
Cosidering all the evidences together we conclude that we may, with a very high probability, be
created by a quasi-omnipotent Creator located in Orion.
His power is so great that He appearingly foreknows the date of Betelguse going supernova about 4
billions years ago, and he can control us correspondingly.
Ex-nihilo creation is excluded.
Regarding our suggestions, we have published them in [3].
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